We describe a method to identify cross-linked peptides from complex samples and large protein sequence databases by combining isotopically tagged cross-linkers, chromatographic enrichment, targeted proteomics and a new search engine called xQuest. This software reduces the search space by an upstream candidate-peptide search before the recombination step. We showed that xQuest can identify cross-linked peptides from a total Escherichia coli lysate with an unrestricted database search.
Cross-linking of proteins is a powerful method to investigate protein conformation and protein-protein interactions 1, 2 . A cross-link between two peptides is indicative of the spatial proximity of two linked amino acids at the time of cross-linking. To exploit this information, both peptides that are involved in a crosslink need to be identified. Improvement in mass spectrometry technology has made this conceivable, with the development of high mass precision spectrometers and isotopically coded crosslinkers [3] [4] [5] . Several studies have proven the general feasibility of this approach 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] . Nonetheless, this methodology has only been used for single proteins or small, purified protein complexes so far. Two main obstacles-one experimental and the other computationalhave impeded the application of cross-linking to more complex samples. First, cross-linking experiments give rise to complex samples in which the peptides of interest have a low stoichiometry and low frequency of occurrence relative to unmodified peptides. The presence of a large excess of the non-cross-linked species reduces the yield of product-ion mass spectra (MS 2 ) from the targeted cross-linked peptides. Second, the combinatorial increase in the search space that results when all peptide-peptide combinations in a database are considered presents a computational challenge because presently available cross-link analysis programs 1, 3, [10] [11] [12] are limited to a sequence database size of only a few proteins.
We developed a workflow that can be used to identify crosslinked peptides from complex samples and large sequence databases. The method is based on chromatographic enrichment and targeted sequencing of peptides, which are modified by isotopically coded cross-linkers, and requires the use of xQuest, a software we developed. The key feature of the search engine is a combination of a low-stringency search for candidate peptides followed by stringent spectrum matching.
xQuest searches MS 2 spectra of isotopically labeled cross-links according to the workflow outlined in Figure 1 . Samples containing cross-linked peptides are separated on a reverse phase column coupled to a mass spectrometer (liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry; LC-MS). The peptide masses are screened for isotopic pairs based on the presence of a characteristic isotopic shift. MS 2 spectra from these pairs are analyzed according to the absence or presence of an isotopic shift between peaks in the fragment ion spectrum. Accordingly, peaks are separated into pre-cross-link (common) and post-cross-link (cross-link) peaks. This peak sorting improves specificity by matching only a subset of all peaks against a fraction of all theoretical fragment ions (Supplementary Discussion online).
The pre-processed spectra can be searched by xQuest in two principal modes: an exhaustive enumeration mode for up to 100 proteins and an ion-tag mode for large databases. In the enumeration mode, all possible peptide-peptide combinations are stored in a precursor mass-coded index for fast searching. This mode is guaranteed to consider every combination of n peptides, but, owing to the n 2 behavior of the search space, this mode is limited in database size. In the ion-tag mode, a candidate peptide search is performed before enumeration of peptide-peptide combinations. This search is based on an ion index that associates a specific fragment ion mass to all peptides in the database that can give rise to a fragment of this mass (Supplementary Methods online). When searching a spectrum, this index is queried with the mass/ charge (m/z) values of the most intense common peaks. All peptides that are associated with these m/z values are then matched against the union of spectrum ions including the cross-link ions. The best matching peptides are retained as candidate peptides. Only the combinations of these peptides that give rise to the precursor mass are evaluated as candidate cross-links.
To develop a scoring scheme for optimal separation of true and false positive assignments, we acquired a large number of spectral pairs (3,151) from monomeric standard proteins that were crosslinked with a mix of light (D0) and heavy (D12) labeled disuccinimidyl suberate (DSS; Supplementary Methods). We searched these spectra against a database containing sequences of these standard proteins and 50 distractor proteins drawn from the E. coli database. We manually verified all identifications that pointed to an intra-protein cross-link of a standard protein (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1 online). We then analyzed these sets of true and false positive assignments by linear discriminant analysis. Thereby we defined a scoring scheme to discriminate between true positive cross-links and false positive hits ( Inspection of the charge distribution of identified cross-links revealed that the majority had charge states greater than +3. The most likely explanation for this observation is that cross-linked peptides behave like the sum of two independent peptides with a total of two basic tryptic C termini. We used this property to direct the mass spectrometer to highly charged ions, increasing the proportion of cross-links among the acquired MS 2 spectra. Additionally, we put the isotope-tagged precursors of higher charge states that were missed in the data-dependent sequencing mode into inclusion lists and targeted them in another mass spectrometry run.
The prevalence of more highly charged ions among the crosslinked peptides was also the basis for a physical enrichment that we achieved by fractionation with strong cation exchange chromatography under acidic conditions. In the fractions that eluted with higher salt concentrations, the targeted highly charged precursor ions were enriched (Supplementary Results and Supplementary  Fig. 4 online) .
Having shown that the computational requirements for a fullproteome cross-linking could be met by the xQuest algorithm, we cross-linked the soluble fraction and the high-molecular-weight fraction (4100 kDa) of a total E. coli lysate with DSS-D0/D12 (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Results). Altogether, we searched 3,692 spectra from isotopic pairs in the unrestricted ion-tag mode against the total E. coli database. We evaluated the plausibility of the results using identified intraprotein cross-links as an internal control. This class of cross-links is experimentally much more abundant than inter-protein crosslinks, whereas only a tiny fraction (o0.1%) of all theoretical peptide-peptide combinations in the E. coli database are intraprotein cross-links. However, against these odds, we observed a highly significant enrichment for intra-protein cross-links among the highest-scoring hits that were ranked as first hit by xQuest (w 2 test; P o 0.01), whereas this preference was almost absent for the second-best hits. Almost no intra-protein cross-links were identified with the reversed sequence database (Fig. 3a) .
To assess sensitivity of the ion-tag search, we searched all spectra in the enumeration mode, taking only intra-protein cross-links into account. With this constraint, the enumeration index scaled linearly with the database size, and spectra could be exhaustively searched for cross-links within the same protein or between subunits in homo-oligomeric complexes but not between different proteins. We determined the false positive rate in this search mode by searching a combined forward and decoy database (Fig. 3b) . Most of the intra-protein cross-links identified in the enumeration mode were also found in the unrestricted ion-tag mode, with the exception of cross-links in which one peptide was either very short or was poorly covered by matching ions (Supplementary Table 2 online).
We confirmed cross-links found in both search modes by verifying spatial proximity when X-ray structures were available. We confirmed intra-protein cross-links for 22 monomeric proteins (64 different cross-linked peptides; Supplementary Fig. 5 online) . Furthermore, we identified 5 inter-protein cross-links between subunits in the homo-oligomers tryptophanase, GroEL and serine hydroxymethyltransferase, and 2 cross-links between subunits in the hetero-oligomers ribosome and RNA polymerase II (Fig. 3c,d) .
Analogously to the shotgun approaches that have been used to collect many identified sequences and post-translational modifications, a repository of cross-linked peptides identified from native proteins or protein complexes would be of tremendous value for structural proteomics and systems biology. Even though homology models can be calculated for a large proportion of the proteome, structural refinement as provided by distance constraints from identified intra-protein cross-links will help to improve the accuracy of such predictions, especially for models that are based on low-homology templates 13 . Cross-links between protein subunits can confirm a physical protein interaction and yield spatial constraints to modeling of interaction epitopes.
The xQuest search algorithm and a statistical scoring scheme together with experimental improvements allowed us to identify cross-linked peptides with high confidence from complex samples. The light and heavy form of isotopic peptide pairs are detected in precursor ion spectra MS 1 and subjected to separate MS 2 sequencing (i). MS 2 spectra are compared; fragment ions that are present in both spectra (green) are common ions; ions with a characteristic isotopic shift (red) are cross-link ions (ii). Common ions are used to query the ion index, which contains all peptide sequences that can give rise to a specific fragment-ion m/z (iii). Candidate peptides from this ion index are matched against the union of common and cross-link ions. Candidate peptides that match sufficiently well to the spectrum are retained (iv) and recombined to cross-links (v). Only peptide combinations that match the precursor ion mass M r are retained and scored against the reconstructed MS 2 spectrum (vi).
Most of these peptide-peptide links connected lysines within a protein. This class of cross-links is expected to be prevalent in a sample because the protein surface generally has many solventexposed lysines whereas the site of a protein-protein interaction might be so small that only few cross-links can form. In contrast, intra-protein cross-links constitute only a tiny fraction of all peptide-peptide combinations of this large database. The prevalence for these hits among the high-scoring assignments is hence a strong indication for the specificity of our approach. To prove that total database searches for cross-links are feasible, we intentionally did not try to restrict the search space. It might, however, be useful for certain experiments to limit the database, for instance, to proteins that were identified by unmodified peptides. The complexity of a protein digest from a cross-linked sample is beyond what can be resolved without prior fractionation. Consequently, we identified only cross-links in the presumably most abundant proteins. To achieve a sufficient depth of analysis and to enrich for inter-protein cross-links, it will be necessary to enrich for cross-linked peptides. We showed that strong cation exchange fractionation enriches for highly charged isotopic pairs, which are mostly cross-linked. Thereby such pairs can be partially separated from mono-links and small non-modified peptides. Nonetheless, this is only a partial solution because unrelated species such as very basic or very large peptides also co-purify. To increase the yield of high-quality assignments of cross-linked peptides, they will need to be purified directly. There have been suggestions for enrichment strategies based on affinity tagged cross-linkers, which, however, are not available in isotopically coded form yet or have isotopic signatures that are too small for electrospray ionization 14, 15 . Having shown that high-throughput identification of cross-linked peptides is now feasible, it should spark interest to invest in advanced enrichment strategies for cross-linked peptides. Given the enormous number of potential cross-links within and between proteins, this would be a virtually inexhaustible source of information for structural biology and protein-protein interaction studies.
The xQuest software is publicly available as a web-based version at http://www.xQuest.org.
